
Share the Pittsburgh 
Region’s Energy Story

Communications Toolkit
The Global Clean Energy Action Forum is convening in Pittsburgh from September 21-23 giving Pitts-
burghers a unique opportunity – on a global stage – to shine a light on what is happening next and now in 
energy from our region while forging new and strengthening existing relationships with energy leaders 
from around the globe. 
 
We encourage you to use the following resources to spread the word about the region’s energy story.

Suggested Social Media Posts
The Pittsburgh region already offers everything the world needs to make the transition to a #cleane-
nergy future for all. That’s why we’re pumped to show worldwide energy leaders at #GCEAF how we’re 
harnessing the power of now: pittsburghregion.org/power

Here in Pittsburgh, we’re turning clean energy ambition into clean energy action. If you want to under-
stand why Pittsburgh is the perfect place to host the #GCEAF, visit pittsburghregion.org/power

We’re days away from the #GCEAF! Worldwide energy stakeholders will be in #Pittsburgh soon – giving 
us the perfect opportunity to shine a light on what’s happening now and next in energy from our region. 
Learn about our energy story at pittsburghregion.org/power

Who’s ready to show the world that the Pittsburgh region has the power to shape the nation’s energy 
future?  Let’s share how Pittsburgh has the power of now to worldwide #energy stakeholders at the 
#GCEAF. For more info on Pittsburgh’s energy story: pittsburghregion.org/power

The #GCEAF is a strategically significant opportunity to highlight Pittsburgh’s leadership in energy 
#innovation. We have the power of now to pave the way to a sustainable, clean energy future for all. 
Help us share our story. Visit pittsburghregion.org/power for more info.

For more information visit pittsburghregion.org/power or contact information@pittsburghregion.org



Suggested Social Media Posts (continued)
Home to the future of energy, #Pittsburgh is where technologies are being developed today to power 
tomorrow’s global #energy needs. Our region has the power of now to drive the world forward. Learn 
more at pittsburghregion.org/power

The world will soon find out why Pittsburgh is the premier location to lead the next generation of 
#energy at the first-ever #GCEAF. To learn more about what’s happening now and next in the region, 
visit pittsburghregion.org/power 

Pittsburgh is stepping up to solve the world’s toughest problems. And we’re sharing that story with 
#energy ministers, experts and leaders from around the world at the first-ever #GCEAF. Want to join 
us in spreading the word? Visit pittsburghregion.org/power to learn how.

Hashtags
Adding hashtags in your posts will expand your reach and exposure. When you use a hashtag, your post 
will appear on the page for that hashtag. We encourage you to use the following hashtags when talking 
about the event on social media.

#GCEAF   #CEM13MI7   #NextIsNow   #Pittsburgh   #CleanEnergy   #Energy   #Innovation 

For more information visit pittsburghregion.org/power or contact information@pittsburghregion.org


